November 3, 2018
Dear Family...Friends and Fellow Patriots...
A crucial document of profound significance is being drafted by my dear friends Phillip Hudok and Gene
Stalnaker and is currently undergoing its final corrections before it gets filed via a private process that
will most likely result in remedy which is equivalent to immunity for the people. I say most likely due to
the fact that this process has been successfully utilized in a case where the final outcome resulted in
that very same remedy officially awarded to approximately 30 separate individuals who were all named
in their particular case.
In other words, ANY and ALL Americans who wish to live in what is true and "inherent" Creator Given
FREEDOM will be able to do so legally without facing defacto retribution.
An equivalent of a judgement will be fully enforceable within their defacto system and it will have a
provision giving the people the legal ability to utilize free will choice in order to legally disconnect and
separate from their foreign owned and controlled "private for profit" defacto corporation ie., THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA INC. system and any and all of its subsidiaries, affiliated agencies, legal,
financial, and managerial identifiers, and any and all other forms of operation connected to the above
corporation, if they so choose. Further, it will give the needed protection from retaliation against us for
doing so.
Until the document is completed and sent for processing...Phil and Gene both concur that the specific
details of the document be protected at this time. What I can tell you of this consequential document, is
that it has been written expressly for the benefit of all of us and it provides us with two choices
.
 We can either choose to exist as our Creator intended for us, FREE to live our own lives as we
see fit,
OR…
 We can choose to remain on the slave plantation that we have been residing in all of our lives,
continuing to live off the tit of the USA INC. Corporation, ultimately paying a very high price for
their services by being pillaged, robbed, maimed, and raped nonstop from every possible
direction.
The choice is yours! But I must warn and remind all of you, FREEDOM is NOT FREE. It is a path that once
chosen, but not vigilantly maintained, will be lost from our grasp. Once lost, it is lost forever. So, I ask
that you give the above two choices very serious consideration.
If you have become accustomed to being provided for, by a tyrannical corporation entity that has been
proven to be fraudulently masquerading as your lawful government, purporting intentions of keeping
you safe and providing for all of your needs, in order to keep you in chains of perpetual slavery so you
can help them implement their global agenda and you're okay with that; by all means, make that latter
choice. Personally, I will not be dragged into that choice. For the reasons stated, I support this
important and brilliantly formulated document that has been specifically written to address a
remedy/solution for all of us who do not and will not surrender our personal FREEDOMS, under any
circumstances to anyone.
We keep hearing these days with regularity how more and more People are waking up to the corruption
and ongoing tyranny that’s swallowing up our world, but that is of no comfort to me as I know that we

are clearly running out of time. At this point for me, educating the masses about what is happening is
no longer the viable option it once was.
This dark and unholy time we are living in is an age of great deceit, massive indoctrination and treason.
Tyrants (politicians and so called leaders) are in abundant supply and they operate in a manner that
suppresses liberty in small steps under false pretenses. They target one group at a time and bank on
those who are unaffected and remain silent when injustice and harm is inflicted upon others, because
the loss of liberty hasn't knocked on their own door yet. Incrementally, our liberty disappears and
EVERY one and EVERY non-compliant group will eventually be targeted.
As severely indoctrinated as we are, we press on with our willful ignorance, dividing ourselves with a
patriot group here and a patriot group there. Patriot groups are everywhere unfortunately going
nowhere, and with their individual leader’s bloviated egos and arrogance in tow. One thing’s for sure;
time and time again, all they seem to accomplish is leaving us all divided and primed for being
conquered.
The above men I mention in this letter along with one other, have already put themselves front and
center in harm’s way in past endeavors, trying to protect our FREEDOMS, well knowing that the odds
were not in their favor. They soldiered on in spite of that ominous reality, filing court documents that
have placed the entire "private for profit" Corporation of THE STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA, in a status of
default and dishonor which is where it remains today.
These men have faced insurmountable retribution from the defacto operatives who blindly obey
unlawful and unconstitutional orders from their handlers, and willingly march them.
These aforementioned men have had to contend with much suffering and personal consequences both
physical and financial, most of us have not and probably will not experience. One man who I will not
even mention in this letter to protect him, even suffered through an unlawful defacto abduction
inclusive of unimaginable torture followed by a prison sentence. When the "call to arms" plea came in
from these men asking us to come to West Virginia and STAND UP for them and support their efforts,
very few showed up.
Alas, the tyranny continues and we have no one to blame but ourselves.
In closing, I have asked Phil Hudok to open a Pay Pal Account on his hudok.info website in order that
some of the financial burden which comes with the high cost of private process will be shared by all of
us as well it should be, and the responsibility of that burden should not be placed on Phil and Gene
alone.
These men have already spent thousands of dollars filing previous court docs on our behalf. I am
therefore sending this letter out to all of you, strongly suggesting that we not fail these amazing men.
They continue to earnestly fight for you and me. Please people, for the love of all that is holy to you, I
need you all to step up to the plate, if not for yourselves, then for your children and grandchildren. You
owe GOD and your posterity that much. Please go to this pay pal account link and donate what you are
able to. Here is the direct link to the PayPal button page on hudok.info.
http://hudok.info/index.php/free-yourself/
In Solidarity & Freedom…
Alicia Lutz-Rolow

